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Duane H

on
02/04/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pocket carry gun. Highly recommend! 











Indra S

on
01/31/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is second time I bought firearms from Buds Guns. It was smooth as usual. This Sig P238 came in flawlessly. Took it to the range the very next day and it’s accurate, smooth and easy to shoot. Excellent product. 











Dennis G

on
08/04/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I haven't had the opportunity to fire this little sig yet but base solely on a visual in spection it is an excellent firearm. It racks good, weight loaded and unloaded is excellent. My niece who is a traveling nurse and is sent all around the country sometimes not in really safe areas, after examining this little gem she is seriously considering getting one fier herself. Buds customer service far exceeds most other similar businesses. Shipping was very fast
 











Jennifer H

on
08/28/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great gun! Quality is amazing and runs perfect 











John S

on
01/26/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This review relates to a Sig Sauer, .380, P238 SAS recently purchased from Buds Gun Shop. Initially, I went to the store, only to find the specific pistol was out of stock. I placed an order and within 3-4 working days, I was notified (via email) that the order was ready for pickup. The Sig was everything their web site had mentioned. The sales personnel with Bud's were patient & professional answering all my concerns. I was allowed to examine my purchase & was give several useful tips regarding consideration to purchase an alternative mag (large hands). Upon paying for my purchase, I was given a free coupon to use their state of the art range. This pistol was one of several purchases I've made with Buds. I continue to be well pleased with the sales personnel's positive influence and professionalism. The employees are knowledgeable, sincere, & patient. What more could you ask when spending your hard earned income? 











John S

on
01/26/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This review relates to a Sig Sauer, .380, P238 SAS recently purchased from Buds Gun Shop. Initially, I went to the store, only to find the specific pistol was out of stock. I placed an order and within 3-4 working days, I was notified (via email) that the order was ready for pickup. The Sig was everything their web site had mentioned. The sales personnel with Bud's were patient & professional answering all my concerns. I was allowed to examine my purchase & was give several useful tips regarding consideration to purchase an alternative mag (large hands). Upon paying for my purchase, I was given a free coupon to use their state of the art range. This pistol was one of several purchases I've made with Buds. I continue to be well pleased with the sales personnel's positive influence and professionalism. The employees are knowledgeable, sincere, & patient. What more could you ask when spending your hard earned income? 











Benjamin A

on
01/04/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a really good little firearm. It’s very compact, very lightweight, it’s controls are well designed and well-placed, and the recoil is very light. But the trigger pull was a bit heavy with too much travel, so I sent this pistol to Grayguns, and it’s great now. If you’re looking to purchase this pistol, I would also strongly consider the P938 because it has the 9mm round. The two issues I have with the P938 are the ambidextrous safety as it catches on my hand near the trigger finger and follow up shots with the 9mm round are a little slower. 











Matthew M

on
12/27/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beautiful Gun. Second gun I have bought from Bud’s, and I had no issues with the transactions. Thank you. 











Larry B

on
09/20/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This little Sig is a pleasure to shoot. I have one of the polymer .380's, and it is frankly no fun to shoot. The Sig is a little bit heavier and the added mass makes for a much improved experience. Also, the Sig looks and feels like a quality pistol. 











Joel R

on
05/16/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Transaction with Buds was flawless as usual. This gun is a sweet rig. It's well made and conceals in my pocket, which is what I was looking for with this purchase. This is my second Sig, P320 also bought from Buds. I would like to add more info after shooting more rounds. Thx. 











David L

on
09/25/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun. Glad I "pulled the trigger" & paid a little more for the SAS. Bud's is the way to go! 











Leslie S

on
09/09/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Purchased for wife who is left handed and never fired a handgun in her life. Perfect for her in every way. 











David M

on
01/20/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice product. Accurate and dependable. 











Klaus P

on
12/19/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I don't do many reviews but this little SIG is definitely worth mentioning. A very handsome little 380, 1911 Style with absolutely great night sights. Flawlessly ran 250 Rounds of PMC 380 ACP Target 90 Grain Full Metal Jacket with both the stock magazine and the SIG +1 extended magazines. I purchased this 380ACP for my wife who never missed hitting the 8" Gong at both 7 and 21 yards. The recoil is more than manageable even with her carry ammo, Hornady 380 Auto Critical Defense 90 Grain Critical Defense. I highly recommend this ammunition, one clip pointed at your assailant will severely impact his progress. Most little guns are not very comfortable for extended range practice but this one just feels right, shoots extremely well and field strips in a minute for a quick clean and a little slide lube. For larger hands I definitely recommend the SIG extended magazine. This is an exceptional little carry that disappears in your pocket. Also if you are in Western Pennsylvania, I highly recommend Mike at Order Arms for all your FFL needs and as always Bud's Gun Shop delivers as advertised. Great price and kudos to SIG Sauer. 











Casey F

on
05/21/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Best .380 available. Handles great. Bud's was great as usual. 











Rick M

on
04/02/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this gun for my wife as her carry weapon.Can't say enough about this gun. Just pick it up and you can feel the quality and it is a fine looking piece.Ordered from Bud's late Thurs evening had it in my hands Mon.My wife wanted to get to the range asap to try it out. She loves this gun.It is easy for her to rack and the recoil is more than manageable. It's the first gun she shoot that she wanted to keep shooting after 100 rounds. A definite keeper. May order one for myself. 











Robert B

on
03/26/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My wife found this gun at a gun shop and fell in love with it, it is a Sig, so its not the cheapest 380 out there but the quality, I think, is worth the price, test fired it today and it fired perfectly and accurate, she will use it for her daily carry. It has plenty of bling to make her happy. The laser beam sight that comes with it takes a little time to sight in but that's OK, I might just take it back off because we are not sure we like it. I have used Buds before and they make me very happy every time I order from them, super fast shipping and great prices. 











Joe H

on
02/05/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










bought for wife. was expecting more recoil and to be a handful to shoot,not the case,very pleasant to shoot,think i may have buy one for myself.buds price was great 











Thomas P

on
10/01/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a great gun... quality construction and very smooth action. 600 plus rounds without a single issue. You can't go wrong with this little beauty. 











Allan M

on
08/30/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just got mine today. This is a very nice CCW postol at a reasonable price. The great thing about it is that it shoots way better than you might expect for such a small pistol. At about 25' my first round went wild as I didn't know what to expect in terns of noise, recoil and trigger pull. After that there were no surprises and I was able to make 3inch 6 shot groups consistenlty. I should also add that I have some Parkinsons tremors so anything under 12inches makes me feel pretty good at that distance. This little gem is fantastic in the easy to shoot and hit with category. I can't fault this pistol at all unless it would be that a trigger job would make it even better. No needed or necessary though. Just go buy one and you'll be glad you did. I got this one for my wife and I got a Sig P232 for myself. The sig 238 is in my opinion the better pistol of the two. The 232 is easier for me to hit with, the trigger and hammer fall are much nicer on the 238. If a person has a 238 I can see no reason for owning a 232. Would I buy another 238? Yes, and I think I will do it tonight. Would I buy another 232. No, and that's because I've discovered a better weapon. My wife can easily rack the 238 and manage all of it's aspects. The 232 is a little different story because of the stiff slide spring. I'll do a review of the 232 but I have to say here that the night sights on mine are not so good. They seem small, and difficult to see in day light they also look like they have some sort of film over them. I'll likely contact Sig about replacing the sight on the 232. The 238 gets a big 5 of 5 from me. Bud's was a little slow on this delivery but they mostly do great job. Can't be perfect all the time! 











George M

on
05/05/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What a nice little gun! I got this for my wife and she loves it. Ordered it from Buds on a Tuesday...had it in my hands on Friday of the same week. This is my 2nd gun transaction with Buds...they are FANTASTIC to deal with. As for the gun, we took it to the range yesterday and it was flawless with the exception of one stovepipe in the very first mag.??...nothing but smooth as butter after that. My wife can rack the slide and load rounds in the mag with no problem. She had a Kahr P380 that we traded in for the Sig...she could not rack the slide to save her life!...main reason we traded. The gun is very accurate at 20'...easy to keep groups at under 3"...and the wife hit quite a few bulls eyes too. What more to say....this is a great gun. Also, a bit hat tip to Gurney...he is a real pro and great to deal with if you have a gun to sell or trade. Life is good. 











Howard G

on
06/16/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beautifully compact and recoil is easily manageable. And accuracy at 7 yards beats the Ruger LCP any day. It's worth the price and still light enough for conceal pocket carry at 14 ounces. 











Marshall W

on
02/22/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beautiful....accurate - wow! Buds was very easy to deal with - will purchase from them anytime. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community

Email Us
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